We show how to compute the smallest rectangle that can enclose any polygon, from a given set of polygons, in nearly linear time; we also present a PTAS for the problem, as well as a linear-time algorithm for the case when the polygons are rectangles themselves. We prove that finding a smallest convex polygon that encloses any of the given polygons is NP-hard, and give a PTAS for minimizing the perimeter of the convex enclosure. We also give efficient algorithms to find the smallest rectangle simultaneously enclosing a given pair of convex polygons.
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Introduction
In the Nordic countries, gingerbread cookies are among traditional Christmas associations-along with singing Jingle Bells, expecting Santa Claus, preparing FUN submissions, and many other classical New-Year's Eve activities. Scandinavian biscuits are especially thin (hence the name-gingerbread thins), and are cut into many more different shapes than just the famous shapes of the Gingerbread Man and his family [1, 45] . The thins are often placed as decoration on the top of a cake, and the cake is cut into equal rectangular pieces, with each piece containing exactly one thin. The cake is fatty, so to fulfill dietary restrictions, each piece has to be as small as possible.
The above considerations crystallize into the following algorithmic problem:
Given a set of simple polygons (the thins), find a minimum-area rectangle (a piece of cake) such that each polygon individually can fit into the rectangle after an appropriate translation and rotation.
(P0)
Thus, we are looking for a minimum-area rectangle that can enclose any one of a given set of polygons. In other words, our problem is to rotate and translate a set of polygons to minimize the area of the minimum enclosing rectangle of their union.
Further motivation Apart from limiting fat intake, one may also be interested in the above problem from the point of view of the caterer who cooks (and cuts) the cake-the caterer has to prepare the ordered number of cake pieces while using as little of the cake area as possible. Another aspect of the thins business where our problem arises is in packaging: if the manufacturer (such as ANNA's [2]) wants to stack different thins in a rectangular box, the problem of minimizing the size of the (cross-section of the) box is exactly our problem.
The problem shows up in many other applications too. Cardboard templates used for patchwork sewing are simple polygons of various shapes; finding the smallest box to store them is our problem. Knowing the (cross-section) of all your guests, you may want to find the dimensions of the smallest door through which all guests may enter your house. (Or knowing all your cats, you, just as Newton [3] , may be interested in designing the smallest cat flap.) A photographer may be interested in computing the smallest rectangle that blanks out any given face on a photo. When printing the US atlas (with one state per page, and allowing rotation of states) one may want to minimize the maximum scale of the maps. A capsule hotel owner may want to maximize the number of rooms (equivalently-minimize the area of a room) under the restriction that any traveler fits into the room (assuming the owner knows the measurements/shapes of all travelers). The problem is also interesting in 3D, where one may be interested in questions like what is the smallest-volume capsule into which every astronaut fits, what is the smallest coffin size, how large should a box be so that any one of a set of items that a customer may choose will fit within it, etc.
Notation
Let I 1 . . . I K denote the given set of polygons; we will call them items to emphasize that they may be of arbitrary nature. Let n k be the number of vertices of I k , k = 1 . . . K, and let n = n 1 + · · · + n K . We will call the sought enclosing rectangle the suitcase. Since a suitcase encloses an item if and only if the suitcase encloses the convex hull of the item, and since the convex hull of a simple polygon can be found in linear time, we will assume that all items are convex. For simplicity we assume that there are no degeneracies: no item has two parallel sides, etc. We also assume that none of the items fits inside another (while the fastest algorithms to test polygon containment take superlinear time [31] , our algorithms do not use the assumption; we make it only to facilitate the exposition).
With the above, the problem (P0) can be restated as:
Given a set of convex items, find a minimum-area rectangular suitcase such that each item individually can fit into the suitcase after an appropriate translation and rotation.
(P1)
Convex Suitcase
We also study the version of the problem in which the enclosure can be an arbitrary convex polygon (not necessarily a rectangle). Such "shape abstraction" problems can be relevant in machine learning and graphics: imagine that we are given a collection of chairs and a collection of tables, and our task is to summarize how a generic chair looks and how a generic table looks; the minimum enclosure can give an initial such summary (of course, chairs and tables would be more accurately described by nonconvex shapes, but a convex polygon may suffice for a first approximation). Formally the problem is:
Given a set of convex items, find a minimum-area convex suitcase such that each item individually can fit into the suitcase after an appropriate translation and rotation.
(P2)
Translations Only
The formulation of our basic problem (P1) allowed items to be both translated and rotated in order to find the best fit. (One may also allow items to be flipped; this will not change the problem since an item fits into a suitcase if and only if the item's reflection does.) Equivalently, in problem (P1) the suitcase was allowed to translate and rotate in order to cover different items. We will also consider the variant in which items can be only translated, but rotation of items is forbidden. This translation-only setting is relevant for applications in which the orientation of items must be fixed, e.g., for aesthetic reasons. Depending on whether the suitcase's orientation must also be fixed or not, we arrive at two versions of the problem: 
Packing
The problems we defined above are different from disjoint packing problems [4, 32, 48, 63] : we required that the suitcase encloses any of the items one at a time (or equivalently, encloses all items "stacked" on top of each other); in a packing problem all items have to be enclosed by a suitcase simultaneously without overlap. Packing is hard when the number of items K is not fixed; even the simplest case of packing translates of axis-aligned rectangular items into an axis-aligned rectangular suitcase is weakly NP-hard, as can be seen by a simple reduction from PARTITION [32, Lemma 2.2].
In this paper we will consider packing two convex items into rectangular suitcases (K = 2). As with the "stacking" problems (P1), (P3), (P4), we will consider three versions: (P5) when the items are allowed both to translate and to rotate (the orientation of the suitcase does not matter), (P6) when the items are only allowed to translate and the orientation of the suitcase is specified, and (P7) when the items are only allowed to translate, but we are free to choose orientation of the suitcase: 
Our Contributions
We give exact and approximation algorithms for the problems (P1)-(P7). To our knowledge, most of the problems we consider have not been studied before by any other researchers. 1 Problem (P2) was studied recently for the special case K = 2 [11] ; we consider the general case of arbitrary K (Sect. 3). On the contrary, for problem (P6), algorithms for general K are known [19, 47] ; we improve their running times for the special case K = 2 (Sect. 4.2). See Sect. 1.6 for in-depth survey of earlier work.
Our main results are summarized below. All the results, except for the convex suitcase PTAS, are presented in terms of minimizing the area of the suitcase, but extend straightforwardly to perimeter minimization.
• In Sect. 2 we consider stacking convex items into a rectangular suitcase when both translation and rotation is allowed (problem (P1)). In Sect. 2.1 we give an suitcase (problem (P2)). We show that the minimum-area problem is NP-hard, and give a PTAS for minimizing the perimeter of the suitcase.
• In Sect. 4 we study disjoint packing of two convex items into rectangular suitcases (problems (P5), (P6), (P7)). For packing under arbitrary rigid motions (problem (P5) we give a cubic-time algorithm (Sect. 4.1). When only translations of items are allowed we can find a smallest suitcase with a given orientation (problem (P6)) and the smallest suitcase with arbitrary orientation (problem (P7)) in linear time (Sects. 4.2 and 4.3).
Related Work
Computing simple enclosing shapes is a fundamental problem in data simplification. It appears in various domains ranging from computer graphics to pattern recognition to robotics. The enclosure problem has a rich history of research [18, 25, 26, 29, 30, 35, 36, 49, 50, 54, 55, 59] . Our rectangular-suitcase problems are extensions of the minimum enclosing rectangle problem. Optimal algorithms for finding a smallest enclosing rectangle for one item are due to Toussaint [59] . The "rotating calipers" paradigm that he developed has subsequently been used for many optimal enclosure problems [23, 24, 46] . O'Rourke [53] presented a cubic-time algorithm to find a minimum enclosing box in 3D. Becker et al. [22] gave algorithms for enclosing a set of polygons by two rectangles. Yildirim [64] showed how to find a smallest ellipsoid enclosing a set of ellipsoids. In a series of works [10, 12, 33, 39] , optimizing the overlap of two objects (both in 2D and 3D) under a rigid motion was studied. Löffler and van Kreveld [43, 60] considered moving points to optimize certain measures of a point set. Martin and Stephenson [44] developed algorithms for testing (both in 2D and 3D) whether an object fits into a box (we use their result in one of our algorithms). Chazelle [31] gave an algorithm to decide whether one convex polygon fits into another. Other papers dealing with polygon containment include [16, 20, 21, 58] ; applications in manufacturing, cartography and image processing are described in [41, 61, 62] , respectively.
Convex suitcase Finding a minimum convex enclosure for stacked items (our problem (P2)) was studied by Ahn and Cheong [11] for the special case of two items (K = 2). They gave exact and approximation algorithms for various versions of the problem; for our problem (P2) (minimizing the area of the convex hull of the union, while allowing overlap), [11] gives a PTAS. In Sect. 3 we show that for general K the problem is NP-hard and give a PTAS for perimeter minimization.
In higher dimensions, Ahn et al. [8] considered the case of K = 2 convex items that are only allowed to translate; they show how to find a minimum-volume convex suitcase in expected time O(n d+1−3/d log d+1 n) for dimension d ≥ 3. When items are segments in the plane and only translations are allowed, a minimum-area convex suitcase can be found in O(n log n) time and a minimum-perimeter convex suitcase in O(n) time [7] . Somewhat related to our problem are works on shape matching, where maximizing the overlap (or equivalently, minimizing the symmetric difference) of two items under translations [9, 14, 33, 51] or general rigid motions [12, 13, 27 ] has been considered. Packing As mentioned above, disjoint packing problems are NP-hard when the number of items is not fixed [32] . On the positive side, for packing under translations considerable work has been done by Milenkovic (e.g., see [47] ), motivated by industrial applications in which one is to minimize waste when cutting parts of specified shapes out of rectangular stock material, such cloth or sheet metal. In particular, for packing K convex items into a minimum-area fixed-orientation rectangle, he gives an O(n K−1 log n) algorithm based on linear programming techniques. The most general problem for disjoint packing under translations was solved by Avnaim and Boissonnat [19] , who presented an O((m 2 + mn) 2K log n) algorithm for packing K arbitrary simple n-gons into a simple m-gon. For our special case of K = 2, m = 4 (problem (P6)), the algorithms of [19] and [47] run in O(n 4 log n) and O(n log n) time, respectively; we present a linear-time algorithm (Sect. 4.2).
Ahn and Cheong considered packing K = 2 convex items into a convex suitcase; Egeblad et al. [37] studied translational packing in higher dimensions. Disk packing was considered in Sugihara et al. [57] ; see [40, 52] for combinatorial bounds. For a further packaging problem-packing the cake into a box-see [56] . The packing problem is also related to coordinated motion planning.
Stacking Items into Rectangular Suitcases
In this section we consider the problems of stacking items in a rectangular suitcase under general rigid motions (problem (P1)) and under translations (problems (P3), (P4)). Our approach is as follows. Using a pair of orthogonal rotating calipers, build, for every item, its (minimum) width as a function of its length. Overlay the graphs of the functions for all items, and find the upper envelope of the graph. A point of the envelope minimizing the objective function yields an optimal solution. The remainder of the section provides the details.
We start with a lemma on lower envelopes of a set of functions. Recall that the lower envelope of m x-monotone curves that pairwise intersect at most s times has O(λ s+2 (m)) complexity and can be built in O(λ s+1 (m) log m) time [42] , where λ s (m) is the maximum length of an m-element order-s Davenport-Schinzel (DS) sequence (see [6, Sects. 1 and 2] for definitions and notation relevant to DS sequences, and their algorithmic and combinatorial properties). Let f 1 . . . f K be x-monotone curves composed of a total of m arcs such that any two arcs intersect at most s times.
Lemma 2.1 The complexity of the lower envelope of
Proof Let x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x m be endpoints of the arcs in ascending x-order. Let r = m/K + 1, and consider r + 1 intervals
Within each interval there are at most 2K arcs (since there are at most K arcs at the left end of an interval, and at most K arcs start within the interval). Therefore the lower envelope of f 1 . . . f K within each interval has complexity O(λ s+2 (2K)) = O(λ s+2 (K)) and can be computed in time O(λ s+1 (K) log K).
Arbitrary Rigid Motions
Let opt denote an optimal solution to problem (P1). The length and the width of an abstract rectangle will be denoted by l and w, respectively. We call an l × w rectangle an (l, w)-rectangle or an (l, w)-suitcase. We identify the rectangle with the point (l, w) in the lw-plane.
Width Functions
Let I be an item (a convex polygon), and let v be a direction. The width of I in direction v, denoted w I ( v) , is the length of the projection of I on a line having direction v. Define the length of I in direction v, l I ( v), to be the width of I in the direction orthogonal to v. We say that I is tight in a rectangle R if each side of R contains a vertex of I . Consider, as in [59, Sect. 2], two pairs of rotating calipers orthogonal to each other (thus, I is tight in the rectangle formed by the calipers). While the pairs are supported by a fixed quadruple of vertices of I , That is, the graph of w * (l) is the set of Pareto optimal suitcases; naturally, w * (l) is non-increasing. A point on the graph of w * (l) that minimizes wl defines a minimum-area suitcase.
Building w(l), w I (l), w min
While in general, two elliptic arcs can intersect 4 times, for our elementary arcs we have:
Lemma 2.2 Two elementary arcs intersect at most twice.
Proof Equations (1) can be rewritten as
Thus an elementary arc is the image of the arc A = {(cos(ϕ), sin(ϕ))|ϕ ∈ [0, ϕ max ]}, for some ϕ max , under a linear mapping. Since A is an arc of the unit circle centered at the origin, the elementary arc is an arc of an ellipse centered at the origin. Moreover, ϕ max < π since an item's angles are less than π ; thus, the elementary arc is at most half of the ellipse. Two elliptical arcs like that (each at most half of the supporting ellipse, centered at the origin) intersect at most twice, which can be seen from symmetry and the observation that two quarter-arcs of concentric ellipses intersect at most once. 
. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1, the complexity of
After w * (l) is built, we find, for each piece of it, the minimum of w * (l) · l, by computing zeros of the derivative. Overall, we obtain:
A Simpler Algorithm
The results in this and the next sections are based on a closer look at the elementary arcs and their connection to "flushness" [59] of the enclosure.
Flushness All known algorithms for enclosure problems (the "standard" enclosure problems, where the goal is to enclose one item) employ the fact that an optimal enclosure is flush with the enclosed polygon having an edge that contains an edge of the enclosed polygon; the proof can be found, e.g., in [54, Sect. 3.1.2] or [38] . One way to see this is to observe that a hyperbola xy = const is convex as seen from the origin, while elementary arcs are concave; therefore if one considers the family of hyperbolas lw = A for increasing A, the first time that a hyperbola intersects an elementary arc, the intersection happens at an arc endpoint. We state this fact as a lemma:
Lemma 2.4 Let A * be the smallest A for which the hyperbola lw = A intersects an arc; let (l * , w * ) be a point of intersection. Then (l * , w * ) is an arc's endpoint.
We now can give a simpler algorithm for our problem. In contrast to finding the minimum enclosure for one item, in our problem, where we seek to enclose any one of many items, the optimum may be attained at an intersection of elementary arcs, i.e., with no item being flush with the optimal suitcase. (If this were not the case, i.e., if opt had to be flush with an item, our problem would have admitted a straightforward solution: guess the flush item and its flush edge, determine the width of the item in the direction perpendicular to the flush edge, and fit the other items into the given width.) Still, after w * (l) is built, finding a minimum-area suitcase can be seen as finding the smallest number A such that the graph of lw = A intersects the graph of w * (l). Since w * (l) is composed of pieces of elementary arcs and horizontal or vertical segments originating at endpoints of the arcs, the intersection can happen either at a breakpoint of w * (l), or interior to a segment, or interior to an elementary arc. But it is clear that the intersection never happens interior to a segment, and the possibility of an intersection interior to an arc is ruled out by Lemma 2.4. Thus, opt lies at a breakpoint of w * (l). 
We thus obtain:
Although the running time in the above theorem is worse than the running time of the algorithm from the previous section, the solution here has the advantage of being simple and easily implementable.
Rectangular Items: Flushness is Back
As discussed above, in general, an optimal suitcase is not necessarily flush with any of the items. There is one case, however, where the flushness property holds, the case (Fig. 2) .
Because of the symmetry, for a rectangular item I , it is enough to consider only one elementary arc, namely, the one obtained as I is rotated by 90 o (the 3 other arcs, corresponding to the full 360 o rotation, coincide with the arc). In addition, the arc is symmetric with respect to the line w = l in the (l, w)-plane because together with any point (d cos(α − β), d sin(α + β)), the arc contains the point Fig. 2 , where α is the rotation angle, β ≤ π/4 is the angle between the longer side of I and its diagonal, and d is the diagonal of I ). The line is intersected by the arc at α = π/4 (because cos(π/4 − β) = sin(π/4 + β)).
The starting point of the arc is (W, L), and the endpoint is (L, W ), where L and W are the length and the width, respectively, of I (for consistency, we will assume that the item's width is always not larger than its length). Initially, both l and w increase; but when the rotation angle α reaches β, the width starts decreasing and reaches W again when α = 2β. For larger β, the arc is more "squashed" towards the line w = l, and the two limiting cases are as follows: if β = 0 (so that I is a line segment, W = 0), the arc is a quarter-circle from (0, L) to (L, 0) (the width of I monotonically decreases with its length); if β = π/4 (I is a square), the arc is a segment from (W, W ) to ( √ 2W, √ 2W ). Refer to Fig. 3 , left. To obtain w min I (l), we connect the points (W, L) and (W, l I (2β)) with a horizontal segment, and, symmetrically, connect (w l (π/2 − 2β), L) to (L, W ) with a vertical segment (Fig. 2, right and Fig. 3, right) . Note that if β > π/8, the elementary arc hits the line w = l before w starts decreasing, so that the horizontal and the vertical segments intersect; in this case w min I (l) consists just of a vertical and a horizontal segment. 3 In any case, w min I (l) restricted to Dom w I is concave; its graph consists of two segments and an elliptic arc symmetric with respect to the line w = l. (The arc may be empty; however, the segments have positive length, for a positive-width item.)
We are now ready to understand how w * (l)-the upper envelope of the functions w min I (l)-looks for a collection of rectangular items (Fig. 4, left) . Letw be the width of the widest item (recall that we assume that the width of any item is smaller than its length). Then the graph of w * (l) contains a vertical ray R going up along the line l =w (this means, of course, that it is not possible to fit all items into a box narrower thanw). Let I be an item that has the largest length, l I , when fit into a strip of widthw. That is, I is the item whose graph w min I (l) is the last one intersected by the ray R; the point of the intersection is (w, l I ). Because of the symmetry of the function, the point (l I ,w) also belongs to the graph of w min I (l). Sincew is the maximum item width,w ∈ Dom w I ; thus, we also have l I ∈ Dom w I . Finally, since w min I (l) restricted to Dom w I is concave, on the interval [w, l I ] the graph of w min I (l) lies above the segment s = ((w, l I ), (l I ,w) ). This implies that the graph of w * (l) also lies above s (because w * (l) is the upper envelope of many functions, including w min I (l)). Overall, we conclude that the graph of w * (l) lies inside the shape U bounded by the vertical ray R up from (w, l I ), the segment s, and the horizontal ray to the right from (l I ,w) (Fig. 4, right) . Consider now the hyperbola H = {l, w|lw = l Iw }. Any hyperbola lw = A with A < l Iw lies below H and hence does not intersect U , and hence does not intersect w * (l). This means that there can be no feasible (l, w)-suitcase with lw < l Iw . On the other hand, the (l I ,w)-suitcase is feasible and, hence, optimal. In particular, the widest item is flush with the optimal suitcase, yielding the flushness mentioned at the beginning of the section.
To find an optimal suitcase for rectangular items we do not have to build w * (l). We simply compute the length of each item when fit into a strip of widthw; the longest such item defines the length of opt . We have:
Theorem 2.6 For rectangular items problem (P1) can be solved in O(n) time.
3 Recall that we also extend w min I (l) beyond Dom w I with the constant values of +∞ and L; hence, we obtain the additional segments in the graph of w min I (l) that run outside Dom w I .
A PTAS
We return to the case of general convex items (not necessarily rectangles). We give a constant-factor approximation for the problem and then a PTAS, using the standard technique of searching a grid laid out in the solution space.
Recall that an item I is tight in a rectangle R if every side of R contains a vertex of I .
Lemma 2.7 If I is tight in R, then the length of R is not larger than the diameter of I .
Proof Let a, b be the vertices of I that lie on the short sides of R; clearly, the length of R is at most |ab|, which is at most the diameter of I .
Let d max be the maximum diameter of an item, and let w max be the maximum width of an item; both d max and w max can be found in linear time by the rotating calipers technique.
Lemma 2.8 The area of opt is at most d max w max .
Proof Let the width-rectangle of an item I be the rectangle R whose width is equal to width of I , and such that I is tight in R (i.e., the short sides of R are parallel to the width of I ). Let I be the item whose width-rectangle has the longest length; let l be this length. The width-rectangles of all items, and hence, all items, fit into an l × w max rectangle. By Lemma 2.7, l is not larger than the diameter of I , which is not larger than d max .
Let l opt and w opt be the length and width of opt, respectively.
Lemma 2.9
Proof Since the maximum-diameter item is inside opt, d max is smaller than the diameter of opt, which equals to l 2 opt + w 2 opt ≤ √ 2l opt . On the other hand, there must exist an item I that is tight in opt; by Lemma 2.7, l opt is not larger than the diameter of I , which is not larger than d max .
Since every item has to fit inside opt, we have: Lemma 2.10 w opt ≥ w max .
By Lemmas 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10, the (d max , w max )-suitcase is a √ 2-approximation to opt. To improve the approximation ratio to 1 + ε, we lay out a "1 + ε geometric grid" inside the rectangle R = [
That is, the l-coordinates of the grid points are Note that our PTAS extends to 3D: we can similarly search the grid in the (length,width,height)-space for an approximately optimal suitcase; we omit the details. In 3D, apart from finding a minimum-volume suitcase, one may be interested, e.g., in the minimum-surface-area enclosure (in terms of suitcases, it means, e.g., using the minimum amount of leather for the suitcase). We leave open the problem of finding an exact solution in 3D.
Translation only
When only translation of items is allowed (problems (P3) and (P4)), finding a smallest suitcase becomes simpler. In fact, when the suitcase is required to be axis-aligned (problem (P3)), the solution is trivial: for each item k find the length x k of its projection onto the x-axis and the length y k of its projection onto the y-axis; the suitcase must have dimensions max k x k and max k y k . 
We also compute the upper envelope max k y k (ϕ). Finally, we scan both envelopes simultaneously in time proportional to their complexity, to find a ϕthat minimizes the product max k x k (ϕ) × max k y k (ϕ).
Theorem 2.14 Problem (P4) can be solved in O(nα(K) log K) time.

Stacking Items into a Convex Suitcase
In this section we consider the problem of finding a smallest convex suitcase that can enclose any item. We show that finding the minimum-area suitcase (problem (P2)) is NP-hard and give a PTAS for finding a minimum-perimeter suitcase.
Theorem 3.1 The problem (P2) is NP-hard.
Proof The proof is by reduction from 3SAT. Let a 3SAT instance be given using N variables x 1 , . . . , x N and M clauses. We construct a set of N + M + 1 convex items, as shown in Fig. 5 . The figure shows an inner structure for clarity purposes. Each item consists of a hexagonal inner piece. Between one and three sides have a large anchor triangle (shown in grey) attached. The other sides consist of a convex chain of 2N segments, each of which may or may not have a small tooth triangle attached. Each of the N variables gets mapped to two segments (and teeth), one for the variable, and one for its negation. Note that the chains and teeth in Fig. 5 are exaggerated; the chains are flatter (i.e., closer to the hexagon), and the teeth are extremely flat, as shown in Fig. 6 . We denote by A the area of a tooth.
The 1 + N + M items we use are the following:
• One ground item G (Fig. 5(a) ). It uses all three anchors. Two of the chains have all teeth present; the middle chain is empty.
• N variable items X 1 , . . . , X N ( Fig. 5(b) ). They use two anchors. In X i , the two chains opposite to the anchors are equipped with one tooth each, at the positions for x i , respectively x i .
• M clause items (Fig. 5(c) ). They use one anchor. The chain opposed to the anchor and its two adjacent chains bear one tooth each, so that each variable (or negation) in the clause appears as one tooth on the item.
Any suitcase for these items is a superset of G; therefore, we only care about the area needed in addition to G. We observe that every variable item X i can be rotated and placed on G in a way to be completely covered by it, except for a single tooth sticking out at x i or x i on the empty chain of G. It is therefore possible to put all variable items onto G with an additional space of NA , corresponding to every assignment for x 1 , . . . , x N . In every other placement, the variable's anchors will not be covered by G, exposing some additional area. Given that A can be made as small as desired (by flattening the teeth), we can make sure that any other orientation causes the additional area to exceed NA . Next we consider the clause items: They can be put onto the ground piece in three different orientations such that only one tooth is not covered by G, corresponding to some variable or its negation. If the associated variable item exposes the same tooth, this causes no additional area. Otherwise it causes an additional area of A . So, the clause items can be added without causing additional area (beyond the area we know Fig. 7 C (dotted) is tight in R (solid) to be required) if, and only if, the variable items are arranged according to a variable assignment that fulfills the 3SAT instance.
Therefore, the 3SAT instance is solvable if, and only if, the items can be fit into a suitcase whose area exceeds that of G by NA .
Approximation
For a convex suitcase, minimizing the area is equivalent to minimizing the perimeter. Note that a minimum rectangular suitcase is a 2-approximation of the minimum convex suitcase C, both in terms of the area and the perimeter (if C is tight in a rectangle, both the area and the perimeter of the rectangle is at most twice those of C). We now show how to improve the perimeter approximation to 1+ε, for any constant ε > 0.
For a convex polygon M, let |M| denote its perimeter. Any convex polygon can be well approximated, in terms of the perimeter, by an equiangular polygon: Proof Let R be an equiangular r-gon such that C is tight in R, i.e., every edge q i q i+1 (i = 1 . . . r) of R contains a vertex p i of C (Fig. 7) . |C| is larger than
Let G δ be the regular square grid with spacing δ. Any r-gon R can be snapped outward onto the grid with an O(rδ) increase in the perimeter while at most doubling the number of vertices:
Lemma 3.3 There exists a 2r-gon R ⊇ R whose vertices belong to G δ , and such that |R | ≤ |R| + O(rδ).
Proof Each vertex v of R may be replaced by two gridpoints v , v so that the modified polygon increases; the replacement depends on how R goes through the grid pixel to which v belongs. See Fig. 8 for the different cases. Fig. 8 R is dashed, R is solid Remark In fact, there exists an (r + 4)-gon with the required properties: Look at the topmost, bottommost, leftmost, rightmost pixels; they each get 2 gridpoints. The monotone chains between them get rounded to a single grid point each. However, for our argument we need a multiplicative growth of the number of vertices, not additive.
Let p be the perimeter of the minimum rectangular suitcase enclosing all items. We lay out the 2r-gons) ; for each 2r-gon we test whether each item fits inside the 2r-gon (this can be done in polynomial (in r) time, e.g., with the algorithm of Chazelle [31] ), and choose the best feasible 2r-gon.
Since the perimeter of an optimal convex suitcase C is at most p, C is contained in a p 2 × p 2 square. By Lemma 3.2, there exists an r-gon R whose perimeter is not much larger than that of C; hence R is contained in a p × p square. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a 2r-gon R with vertices from G εp such that
Theorem 3.4 For any constant ε > 0, a (1 + ε)-approximation to the minimumperimeter convex suitcase can be computed in polynomial time.
Remark We were not able to find a PTAS for minimizing the suitcase area; the grid approach did not work for us because an optimal suitcase may potentially be very thin (essentially 0 area) and snapping its vertices to the grid would increase its area by a large factor.
Packing Two Items into Rectangular Suitcases
In this section we give algorithms for the disjoint packing problems (P5)-(P7): given two convex items A and B, find a minimum-area rectangle R into which A and B Fig. 9 Each side of R is touched by exactly one item. In all cases one can modify the solution by translating one of the items so that either the area of R decreases or so that the area of R stays the same, but the placement of the items satisfies the lemma's claim can be placed simultaneously without overlap. Our algorithms are based on scrolling through all "combinatorially different" placements of the items in the suitcase. Section 4.1 presents a cubic-time algorithm for problem (P5), in which both translations and rotations of items are allowed. For translations only, Sect. 4.2 presents a lineartime algorithm for the case in which the orientation of R is given (problem (P6)), and Sect. 4.3 presents a linear-time algorithm for packing into a suitcase with arbitrary orientation (problem (P7)).
Clearly, in an optimal placement the items touch each other. Also, since items are convex, there is a line l separating them. Based on these simple observations, we derive a useful property that applies to all three problems (P5)-(P7):
Lemma 4.1 There exists an optimal solution in which at least one side of the rectangle R touches both items A and B.
Proof In an optimal placement each side of R is touched by at least one item. Consider a packing in which each side of R is touched by exactly one item. There are several cases (up to the symmetry) of how the items can touch the sides of R (Fig. 9 ):
• One item, say A, touches all four sides of R (Fig. 9, top left) : B can be translated within R so that it does not cross l and comes into contact with a side of R.
• A touches three and B touches one side of R (Fig. 9, top right) : B can be translated parallel to l in one of the directions so that R does not increase.
• Each of A, B touches two sides of R (Fig. 9, bottom) : By convexity, the sides touched by A are incident (assume the sides meet at the origin), as are the sides touched by B (assume the sides meet at a point (x, y) with x, y > 0). As B translates along l, each of x, y changes linearly, and (x, y) moves along a line l parallel to l. If the slope a of l is non-negative (Fig. 9, bottom left) , then B can be translated so as to decease both x and y. If a < 0 (Fig. 9, bottom right) , the area of the rectangle R, xy = x(ax + b ) = ax 2 + b x cannot have a local minimum. 
Arbitrary Rigid Motions
We present an O(n 3 )-time algorithm for problem (P5), in which arbitrary isometries of items are allowed. Assume that an optimal suitcase R is axis-aligned and has its lower left corner at the origin. Number the sides of the suitcase 0 to 3 counterclockwise starting from the bottom side, and for i = 0 . . . 3 let a i (respectively, b i ) denote the vertex of A (respectively B) closest to (or touching) side i of R (Fig. 10) . By Lemma 4.1 we may assume that both items A and B touch side 0. We furthermore assume that A lies left of B (a 0 is to the left of b 0 ); we just will have to run our algorithm twice, once for this and once for the opposite assumption.
As mentioned above, in an optimal placement A and B touch each other. Let a t be the feature (vertex or edge) of A that touches B; let b t be the edge or vertex of B that touches A. We will call a 10- tuple (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , a t , b t ) that is possible under a certain placement of A and B, a combinatorial position of A and B.
Different combinatorial positions can occur through different orientations of A and B. We identify an orientation of A with the angle ϑ A of some fixed edge e A of A with the x-axis; similarly, we define the orientation ϑ B of B (see Fig. 10 ). A pair (ϑ A , ϑ B ) of orientations uniquely defines (under our assumptions above) the placement of both A and B, and hence also their combinatorial position. We therefore can identify the space of all possible placements, within which we are looking for the optimal solution, with the rectangle
The rectangle P is partitioned into finitely many connected cells corresponding to the combinatorial positions of A and B; let P be the partition.
Lemma 4.2 The complexity of P is O(n 3 ).
Proof There are only O(n) possible 4-tuples (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) since, in each tuple the vertices a 0 , a 2 are antipodal (belonging to parallel supporting lines of A), and there are O(n) antipodal vertices [54, 59] . As ϑ A varies, such a 4-tuple changes when the orientation ϑ A causes one of the edges of A to become vertical or horizontal. (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) is invariant.
To complete the partition P it remains to subdivide P further according to different pairs (a t , b t ). Say that the items are in a vv-contact, ee-contact, or ev-contact depending on whether both a t , b t are vertices, both are edges, or one is a vertex and one is an edge, respectively. Call a set of angles (ϑ A , ϑ B ) corresponding to the same pair (a t , b t ) of vertices a vv-arc; define an ee-arc similarly. Any vv-or ee-arc is a curve (a 1-dimensional set) in P (the arcs' equations are given below). If one changes the angles (ϑ A , ϑ B ) continuously, then between any two different ev-contacts one must encounter either a vv-or an ee-contact. That is, the cells of P corresponding to different ev-contacts are separated by vv-and ee-arcs. Thus, the complexity of P is determined by the number of intersections between vv-arcs, ee-arcs and the O(n) vertical and horizontal grid lines described above. We now give a cubic bound on this number of intersections.
An ee-arc for edges e ∈ A, f ∈ B is defined by equation ϑ A = ϑ B + α ef , where α ef is a constant. Consequently there are O(n 2 ) ee-arcs, each being a straight-line segment with slope 1.
Consider now a vv-arc corresponding to vertices u ∈ A, v ∈ B. Rotate A and B so that u, v remain in contact and a 0 , b 0 slide along the x-axis. Then, in the triangle a 0 ub 0 we have for the angles A = ∠b 0 a 0 u, B = ∠a 0 b 0 u (Fig. 11) : A = ϑ A + α, B = −ϑ B + β for some constants α, β. By the law of sines, sin A / sin B = |b 0 u|/|a 0 u|, or ϑ B = β − arcsin(r sin(ϑ A + α)) for some constants α, β, r. This is the equation for the vv-arc, and overall there are O(n 2 ) vv-arcs, one per pair of vertices.
Finally, in order to analyze the complexity of the partition P, let us count the number of intersections between the various curves and segments. Clearly, two eearcs do not intersect, and neither do two vv-arcs. The O(n) vertical and horizontal straight-line segments intersect O(n 2 ) ee-and vv-arcs in O(n 3 ) points. An intersection between an ee-arc and a vv-arc is only possible when one of the v's is adjacent to one of the e's (Fig. 12) ; thus there are only O(n 2 ) such intersection points.
Our algorithm for finding an optimal placement of items builds the partition P and traverses all of its cells. Within one cell, where all a i , b i , a t , b t are the same, we compute the optimal placements of two m-gons (m ≤ 5), one with vertices a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and feature a t , and the other with vertices b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 and feature b t ; this takes constant time. For each of these placements, we check whether it lies in cell C and, if so, keep track of the area of the corresponding rectangle; the smallest rectangle found this way is an optimal solution. Remark One may expect quadratic complexity in Lemma 4.2; we do not have a lower bound that shows that two convex polygons can have cubically many interesting configurations.
Translations only: Axis-Aligned Suitcase
In this section we consider problem (P6), packing two items using translations only into a minimum-area rectangular suitcase of a given orientation (without loss of generality, the suitcase is axis-aligned). We note again that an O(n log n)-time for the problem follows from Milenkovic's O(n K−1 log n) algorithm for packing an arbitrary number K of items [47] ; we give an O(n)-time algorithm for our special case K = 2.
By Lemma 4.1, one of the sides of an optimal suitcase is touched by both items. We present an O(n)-time algorithm to find a smallest suitcase whose lower side is touched by both items; one should run the same algorithm for the other three sides, and choose the best solution.
Assume that item A is fixed and consider sliding B around the boundary of A. Let L A , L B be the lowest points of the items. Let P denote the orbit of L B , i.e., the locus of positions that L B assumes as B slides around A (Fig. 13 ). The orbit P has the following property: B intersects A if and only if L B is inside P . This means that the region bounded by P is the Minkowski difference of A and B L B =O , where B L B =O is B translated so that L B is at the origin, and the Minkowski difference of two sets S, T is {s − t|s ∈ S, t ∈ T } [34, Chap. 13.3]. Hence, the orbit P can be computed in O(n) time.
Both A and B touch the lower side of the suitcase only when L B is aligned horizontally with L A . Such alignment happens only twice, since the orbit is convex. For each of the two alignments, we compute the axis-aligned bounding rectangle of the items, and choose the smaller of the two. 
Translations only: Arbitrarily-Oriented Suitcase
This section gives a linear-time algorithm for problem (P7), packing two items using translations only into the smallest rectangular suitcase R (of arbitrary orientation). We reuse many ideas from the preceding sections.
We reformulate the problem by fixing the orientation of the suitcase and instead allowing the items to translate and rotate by the same angle ϑ . As in the preceding sections, without loss of generality, the suitcase is axis-aligned, its lower left corner is at the origin, its sides are numbered 0 to 3, and the combinatorial position of the items is the 10-tuple (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , a t , b t ) indicating the vertices of A and B closest to (or touching) different sides of R, plus the features with which the items touch each other (refer to Fig. 10, with ϑ A = ϑ B = ϑ ) . By Lemma 4.1, at least one side of R must be touched by both items. Again, we will present an algorithm to find an optimal positioning of the items under the requirement that they both are anchored at the lower side (side 0) of R, and that a 0 < b 0 ; one should run our algorithm for all four sides and the reverse requirement for the order of touching.
As the common angle of the items rotation ϑ varies, the axis-aligned bounding rectangle R of the items changes continuously, and the combinatorial position changes at discrete events. The events are of two types: vertex events, at which a i , b i change, and contact events, at which a t , b t change. As in Sect. 4.1, there are O(n) vertex events, and for each item the events come to us sorted since the vertices of the item are given in order around the item's boundary; thus, in linear time we can obtain the merged sorted list of vertex events corresponding to both A and B. As in Sect. 4.2, a contact event corresponds to a vertex of the Minkowski difference of A and B L B =O , and thus there are O(n) contact events. 4 The difference (which can be computed in O(n) time [34, Chap. 13 .3]) provides us with the sorted list of contact events; we merge the list with the vertex events list. Finally, also as in Sect. 4.1, for a fixed combinatorial position, the angle ϑ that minimizes the area of R can be found in constant time. 
Future Work
We considered stacking and packing convex items into different-shape suitcases. Each of our problems has many versions: perimeter vs. area minimization, overlapping vs. disjoint items (stacking vs. packing), rectilinear vs. arbitrary convex suitcases, axis-aligned vs. arbitrary rectangular suitcases, rectangular vs. arbitrary items, general isometries vs. translation only, etc. We did not provide a systematic treatment of all possible variants (some variants are trivial, e.g., stacking rectangular items under translations only into axis-aligned rectangular suitcase), and many open problems remain.
Let us explicitly mention one open problem: stacking rectangular items into a minimum-perimeter convex suitcase. It is shown in [11] (see also [12, Theorem 5] ) that the perimeter of the convex hull of the union of rectangles is a convex function with respect to translation of the items. Thus, in an optimal solution the items' centers should be at the same point, and the problem reduces to finding optimal rotations for the items. We did not see how to solve the problem, but found this, rotation-only version quite interesting.
Another interesting direction is using more than one suitcase. For example, for our (admittedly) simplest problem of stacking rectangular items into a rectangular suitcase, one can find two smallest (minsum or minmax) suitcases in O(n 2 log n) time employing our flushness result: for any partitioning of the items between the two suitcases, the width of each suitcase will be equal to the width of the widest item in the suitcase, and one of the suitcases will have width W 1 equal to the maximum item width; this leaves n − 1 guesses for the width W 2 of the second suitcases, and for each guess one can find an optimal partitioning of the items by sorting the lengths of the items tightly packed into width-W 1 and width-W 2 rectangles (of course, the W 1 -sorting can be done only once). Can the O(n 2 log n) time be improved, e.g., by adapting matrix searching techniques? (Perhaps the sorted orders for different W 2 's do not differ much?) Is the problem hard for a non-constant number of suitcases? What versions of our problems admit polynomial-time solutions for multiple suitcases?
